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  To Commemorate 75

of Azadi ka  Amrit Mahotsav, National Security Guard (NSG) has organised 

Mass Yoga programme  on 

Haryana. 

 

  1050 Black Cat Commandoes including senior officers and their 

family members participated in

enthusiasm. 

 

  NSG commandoes known for their physical strength and training, 

are being regularly encouraged to adopt yoga as a wa

effective in promoting physical and mental well being in its personnel. The 

objective behind the conduct of exercise was to make all 

the immense reward that the pursuit of yoga can bring  to the individual and 

the family, and thereby inspire them to continue the practice of yoga in 

routine life. 
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(PRESS RELEASE) 

To Commemorate 75th year of India’s Independence and as part 

of Azadi ka  Amrit Mahotsav, National Security Guard (NSG) has organised 

on 21/06/2022 at 0600hrs at NSG Stadium, Manesar

Black Cat Commandoes including senior officers and their 

family members participated in mass yoga session with full zeal and 

NSG commandoes known for their physical strength and training, 

are being regularly encouraged to adopt yoga as a way of life which has been 

effective in promoting physical and mental well being in its personnel. The 

objective behind the conduct of exercise was to make all participant aware

the immense reward that the pursuit of yoga can bring  to the individual and 

the family, and thereby inspire them to continue the practice of yoga in 
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